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Born in 1891
Graduated from Howard University
Variety of art schooling
Worked at D.C. Middle School
Debuted abstract work at 75
Solo Exhibition at Whitney Museum
Has Painting in White House

Critical Reception
❖ “She’s in her 80s and making her most
confident nature-inspired images.”
(Ian Berry)

❖ “Thomas is a legend and a discovery
at the same time.” (Ian Berry)

❖ “In her paintings, she reached wide to
embrace the physical and the
transcendental, the terrestrial and
the cosmic.” (Ken Johnson)

❖ “forward-looking without being radical; post-racial but also
race-conscious.” (Holland Cotter)

❖ “Her decision to be an abstractionist was in itself a major
social-political statement—that a woman of color can be part of the
larger picture of American painting.” (Michael Rosenfield)

Abstraction

Alma Thomas’ use of abstraction is best represented in two formats: color
and form. As her style progresses over time, she uses less colors to depict
her paintings and adopts the use of blocks in her work. This new use of
form and hue in her work is indicative of her move to abstract
expressionism. Her use of bright colors is crafted carefully as the palettes
she uses often include hues of primary colors. Another idea to note is her
use of brushstrokes in her pieces, as the majority of her ‘abstract’ works
consist of these loose, yet formative rectangular blocks. By deconstructing
the form to these blocks, she simplifies the work and frees the piece from
qualities of representation which make her work… you guessed it: abstract!
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